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Figure 6. Dry baroclinic instability at day 15: Kinetic energy spectra obtained with IFS-FVM and IFS-ST using the (O320,TCo319) grid.

The blue vertical line indicates the spatial scale corresponding to four times the nominal grid spacing of IFS-FVM with O320. The spectra

are shown on models levels near the surface and at ∼ 500 hPa.

3.2 Simulation results for moist-precipitating configuration with IFS cloud parametrization

Next we present results for the moist-precipitating baroclinic instability with coupling to the IFS cloud parametrization. Fig-

ure 7 shows the instantaneous large-scale precipitation rate at the surface 15 for the (O160,TCo159) and (O320,TCo319) grids

at day 10. For any of these grids, both model formulations show five rainbands with essentially identical phase, as emphasized

by the overlay with the 0.5 mm/h black contour line of the corresponding other model formulation. The elongated rainbands5

are associated with the lifting along sharp frontal zones. Precipitation amounts are overall similar but somewhat higher local

values exist for IFS-FVM particularly in the two easternmost rainbands when looking at the (O160,TCo159) grid. Figure 8

is analogous to Fig. 7 but for day 15. As can be expected, the spread between the different model formulations becomes

larger. However, there is still reasonably close agreement, especially for the higher-resolution grid (O320,TCo319) in the right

column of Fig. 8. Here, the location of the easternmost frontal zone and associated rainband agrees closely considering the10

late stage of the baroclinic instability evolution. Figure 9 supplements the precipitation plots with the corresponding pressure

field on day 15. In addition to to the standard configurations of IFS-FVM and IFS-ST where the physics parametrization is

evaluated every dynamics time step Ns = 1, Figure 9 also provides the IFS-FVM result with subcyling (middle panel) where

the parametrizations are evaluated every Ns = 3 semi-implicit time steps δt; see 2.3 for discussion of the physics-dynamics

coupling. Again, the pressure fields of all three simulations resemble each other closely, often even in the location and mag-15

nitude of smaller structures, while the modified physics-dynamics coupling frequency Ns = 3 to the cloud parametrization

seems to have only a small impact on the solution. Furthermore, none of the simulations shows significant grid imprinting

in the pressure fields, but the solution symmetry about the equator is broken in both IFS-FVM and IFS-ST as a result of the

incorporation of the cloud parametrization (in contrast to the dry results shown before in Fig. 5). The analysis of the sim-

15Here, the precipitation rate represents the liquid and rain (excluding ice and snow) sedimentation flux at the surface.
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